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The digital divide has been the subject of significant interest in recent years from the 
press, the academic community and even from governments and international 
organisations. The debate so far has been centred in the actual access to Information 
and Communication Technologies (ICTs) from a specific telecommunications 
perspective, with specific preoccupation about physical access to the internet. As such, 
the problem of the digital divide has generated more literature in the social sciences to 
the detriment of other fields of study. Nevertheless, there has been some legal interest 
in the area, particularly as a possible policy issue with regards to universal access 
legislation.1  
The emphasis on access to the internet has left one specific area with a diminished role, 
the problem of actual content online. This has not been such an important issue so far 
because it has generally been believed that access to the internet will be very difficult 
to achieve in the poorest regions of the world. This work will try to dispel this by 
showing that access to the internet is growing, even in very poor countries. Therefore, 
the most important issue is not one of connectivity – despite the fact that this is still a 
problem – but that of content. What awaits people in developing countries when they 
connect online? Will they be able to afford the content? Will they be able to 
understand it?    
At the heart of the content question lies the issue of intellectual property. Copyright 
must not be underestimated when dealing with the issue of access to technology by
developing countries, as there are some areas in which this method of ownership is 
indeed important for the problem explored. Content on the internet has traditionally 
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been offered for free, a trend that is changing rapidly with a surge in content-rich sites 
offered under subscription. The digital divide may end up being a problem of 
availability of online content, particularly of useful content for developing countries, 
such as access to scientific works. 
This work will start by analysing the digital divide, its causes and future. Then and the 
article will concentrate on the subject of content to online materials, and some legal 
tools that could assist in tackling the content divide.    
1. The Digital Divide
1.1 Definitions
One of the main difficulties in dealing with such a general term as “digital divide” is 
that it has become an instant sound-bite that encompasses any sort of inequality in the 
use of information and communication technologies. There is a danger with these 
instantly popular phrases to become simply an empty buzz-word bereft of any sort of 
meaning. This is why a clear understanding of what is meant by this term is of 
immediate concern. 
In the widest possible context, the digital divide is usually referred to as the “inequality 
of access to the Internet.”2 The emphasis on the issue of access to the global network is 
made because there is growing belief amongst many observers that the internet 
represents a momentous shaping force of modern society in almost all aspects of it, 
from education to politics.3 The possibility of empowering people by providing them 
access to the internet is seen as a positive step that must be encouraged. This 
assumption that the internet is an excellent feature for society as a whole carries the 
inevitable consequence that those who lack access will be at a disadvantage to those 
able to connect to the Web. This is based on the idea that information has become the 
commodity of the future, and those without access to it will be relegated to poverty. In 
the words of Titus Alexander, “In a world governed by information, exclusion from 
information is as devastating as exclusion from land in an agricultural age.”4     
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The definition provided in the last paragraph is still too broad. Norris usefully 
enhances the definition of digital divide to explain the different aspects in which it will 
manifest itself. She specifies that there are three types of digital divide:
The global divide refers to the divergence of Internet access between 
industrialized and developing societies. The social divide concerns the 
gap between information rich and poor in each nation. And finally 
within the online community, the democratic divide signifies the 
difference between those who do and do not, use the panoply of digital 
resources to engage, mobilize and participate in public life.5
There are several important points in this definition. Firstly, the main problem with 
access is not access to telecommunication tools in general, or ICTs in a more specific 
way. Rather, Norris centres her definition on internet access, just as Castells does. 
Other researchers use a much wider definition, such as Sciadas, who see the digital 
divide as the gap in access to ICTs, measuring it in the level of “ICT-ization” achieved 
by a country.6  This is a useful delimitation of the subject, but it may prove too broad. 
There can be no doubt that internet access is not the only important factor in the area of 
information technology advance in developing countries; opportunities for access to 
computers and other communication technologies are also important, in particular in 
the area of creating efficient government structures. To this end, the training to use 
computers is also very important. Nevertheless, the narrow definition of the digital 
divide will be favoured here.  
The second part of the definition worthy of notice is the distinction of the digital divide 
in three different spheres – global, domestic and political. Although the social divide 
and the democratic divide display a wide variety of very interesting issues that deserve 
further study, the so-called global divide is of more relevance for the present work. 
Nevertheless, a look at domestic differences in access to the information society within 
developed nations can show interesting facts that can be extrapolated later towards 
analysing the global perspective and finding solutions. 
The best set of figures for domestic access to the internet can be found in the United 
States, where most relevant studies have taken place. Figures for 2000 showed a 
marked difference in access to the internet between racial and social groups. For 
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example, while 46% of Whites had access to the internet, only 23.5% of Blacks and 
23.6% of Hispanics were online.7 At the same time, 86% of households earning 
$75,000 USD and above per annum had internet access, compared to 12.7% of 
households earning less than $15,000 USD.8 Statistics like these indicate marked 
contrast in access to the information network along income lines, which is to be 
expected as the internet requires that the user have access to proper tools and 
infrastructure, such as a computer and phone lines. 
Despite these figures, many commentators have noted that the digital divide in the 
United States is decreasing. For example, in 2002 the amount of people online in 
households with incomes lower than $15,000 USD had increased to 25%, and access 
in both Black and Hispanic households had also increased.9 This trend shows that the 
digital divide is not irreversible, but it may be misleading to extrapolate too much from 
the domestic case to access in a global context. After all, the United States already has 
a comprehensive infrastructure in place, which cannot be said for most developing 
countries.10
This is why every effort to encourage access to the global computer network must take 
into account the appalling state of telephony in the developing world. By the end of the 
1990s, people in the richest countries had at their disposal 74% of all the telephone 
lines around the world.11 Countries in the OECD have an average 523 telephone lines 
per thousand people, while the high-income OECD countries have an average 597. In 
contrast, developing countries in general average 87 telephone lines per thousand 
inhabitants. The situation in the least developed countries is even more worrying, with 
only 6 telephone lines per thousand people.12
The figures do not lie when dealing with the facts about the digital divide. Using 
internet access as an illustration, it is thought that only 2% of the world’s population 
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have access to it, and 88% of those connect from developed countries.13 It is thought 
that by September 2002 there were 605 million people online, of which only 6.31
million came from Africa.14 OECD countries average 332 users per thousand people, 
and high-income OECD countries average 400 users per 1000. In contrast, developing 
countries average only 26.5 internet users per 1000, while least developed countries 
average only 1.8 users.15
It is important to keep in mind that figures may be deceiving. It has been calculated 
that by 2005 China will have more internet users than the United States,16 but this may 
simply be caused by the sheer volume of inhabitants. Looking at percentages the 
figures are still disheartening, with China having only 25.7/1000 people connected to 
the internet. 
1.2. The causes behind the digital divide
What causes the digital divide? An initial analysis of some of the statistics presented in 
the first section would seem to indicate that there is a strong link between economic 
wealth and internet access within a population. It was pointed out that high-income 
OECD countries had the highest percentages of internet access, and that the poorest 
countries showed much lower access.17 This trend would seem to be corroborated by 
looking into the performance of some individual countries. The United States has a 
GDP per capita of $35,277 USD, with internet access of 501.5 people per 1000 
inhabitants. On the other side of the equation, the Democratic Republic of Congo has 
only a GDP per capita of $99 USD – one of the lowest in the world – and the internet 
access is the lowest in the world, with only 0.1 persons per 1000 inhabitants being able 
to access the global network.18 These figures are consistent with the hypothesis that 
internet access is directly proportional to the country’s wealth. However, this analysis 
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may prove to be superficial, as a deeper look at the figures yields some interesting 
surprises. 
Iceland for example is the country with the leading figures in internet access for 2003, 
with a staggering 599.3 people online per 1000 inhabitants, but has a lower GDP (at
$27,312 USD per capita) than other countries with lower internet access figures. The 
country with the highest GDP per capita for 2003 is Luxembourg (with $42,041 USD), 
but has only moderate internet access figures (359.8/1000 people). Another discordant 
statistic is that of three countries that have similar GDP figures per capita are Estonia, 
Chile, and Costa Rica, all averaging around $4,000 USD in the year 2003.19 However, 
Estonia has internet access figures of 300.5/1000 people, Chile has 201.4/100 and 
Costa Rica only has 93.4/1000. At the lower end there are other discrepancies. Kenya 
and Gambia have very low GDP per capita figures, with $371 and $291 respectively. 
However, their internet access figures are much higher than most of other LDCs –
16/1000 and 13.5/1000 respectively – and considerably much higher than other 
countries within the same GDP per capita bracket, such as Nigeria. 
Something else must be at work here. A recent study about internet access in Central 
American countries may help to elucidate the reasons for the inconsistencies described 
above.20 The study calculated differences in cost for an average family to connect to 
the internet, taking into account the cost of a telephone call and any additional charges 
for internet connections provided by local companies. When the costs were calculated 
for a monthly access averaging 30 hours per week, including phone calls, some 
interesting facts emerge (See Table 1). The two countries with the highest access 
figures are Costa Rica and Panama, with both presenting very similar average 
connection costs. However, cheaper connection rates do not seem to translate 
immediately into higher access, as the cases of Guatemala and Honduras indicate. It 
would seem logical to assume then that if the cost of connecting to the web is higher in 
a country, only the wealthiest inhabitants would be able to go online. But when one 
contrast the figures of access, cost and the number of telephone mainlines, a clearer 
picture begins to emerge. 
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Costa Rica 93.4 $58 230
Panama 41.4 $56 130
El Salvador 23.4 $94 102
Guatemala 17.1 $43.5 65
Nicaragua 14.4 $92 29
Honduras 13.8 $50.5 47
Table 1 shows that there is a strong correlation between the number of telephone 
mainlines and online connection figures. This indicates that cost is not the only 
determining factor, as evidenced by the inconsistencies shown in this table and in GDP 
figures. It appears that there must also be an existing infrastructure otherwise people 
will not be able to connect. Further evidence can be found in the three countries with 
similar GDP per capita figures mentioned above: Estonia, Chile, and Costa Rica. 
Estonia has very high telephone per capita figures (354/1000), which translate into 
high internet connection ratings (300.5/1000).21 However, Chile and Costa Rica have 
very similar telephone mainlines per capita (230/1000 and 233/1000 respectively), yet 
as previously mentioned, Chile has much better internet connection rates than Costa 
Rica. The difference may be explained by costs, as a flat-rate internet connection in 
Chile can cost as low as $21.22 Cost and income figures are therefore important in 
calculating the reasons for the digital divide, but actual access to the infrastructure 
seems to be the vital factor in the ultimate figures.
Another factor to consider is that access to the telecommunications network will only 
be possible with computers. The statistics mentioned will be useless if the country does 
not have computers to connect to the network, and software is required to run the 
computers. Norris recognises this when she lists several other determining factors in 
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the existence of the digital divide, transcending the mere economic analysis of GDP 
per capita distribution. She lists cost of software and hardware, connection costs, and 
research and development as some of the other reasons that explain the digital divide,23
but fails to establish the obvious correlation between telephone lines and internet 
access exposed above. 
2. Ghost machines: hardware and the divide
If there is ever going to be an effort to solve the digital divide, then the access to 
computer hardware would have to be at the top of the list, and it would initially seem 
like the most difficult area to solve, but it may actually be one of the easiest problems 
to start tackling. The high cost of hardware is one of the main problems affecting the 
development of information technology in the developing world, but trends in 
hardware prices demonstrate that the technology is becoming more accessible every 
year, with hardware prices continuing to fall. Although a study in 1995 showed that 
Personal Computer (PC) prices had remained at around $1000 USD for entry-level 
computers during the first half of the decade despite the drop in costs, this was 
attributed to hardware and software improvements for each model.24 Nevertheless, 
studies charting the price of PC during a longer period of time have demonstrated a 
continuous decrease in price over time, particularly accelerated at the end of the 
1990s.25 However, top-level computers still cost around $500 USD per unit. 
The solution to this problem could lie in the use of charities to provide old hardware 
from the developed countries and donate it towards less developed ones. It is 
calculated that each year in the United Kingdom alone, 1.5 million computers are 
thrown as garbage, and an equivalent amount are kept in storage unused.26 In the 
United States, 2 million computers are thrown out each month.27 Something that could 
be done in this respect is to have projects that transfer some of this old equipment to 
poor countries. Another solution for the hardware cost could be to involve socially-
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minded private industries. Large industries like Microsoft, Sun Microsystems and IBM 
have already committed funds to provide some computing services for developing 
countries, including hardware and open source office application software.28 Small 
computer donations could go a long way in establishing information hubs and provide 
wider access to the web.
2.1 Telecommunications infrastructure 
The figures presented seem to indicate that the improvement of telecommunications 
infrastructure must be a priority for those developing countries that wish to increase 
their internet access rates. This strategy must run in two separate streams; one is to 
ensure that the international connections are in place and are suitable for internet 
transactions, and the second is to improve national telecommunications infrastructure. 
There is already an international internet backbone, but the way in which it is 
configured may prove to pose yet more difficulties for developing countries. The 
reason for this is that the internet backbone is extremely US-centric – this means that 
most of the internet traffic passes at some stage through the United States, even if the 
exchanging countries are close to each other. Cukier cites the example of Singapore 
and Malaysia, two neighbouring countries that send more than 10 times the amount of 
internet traffic to the United States than to each other.29 Another example of the 
inefficient infrastructure is Africa, where every country – with the exception of South 
Africa – needs to connect to the internet using an industrialised nation.30 This status-
quo inefficiently increases prices for developing countries because they must lease 
bandwidth in foreign servers, increasing their costs. 
One of the solutions to this problem would be to increase local networks so as to 
overcome the reliance on developed nations, and in particular on the United States. 
One way to do this would be for governments to provide tax-credits for 
telecommunications companies that would decrease internet costs.31 It must also be 
noted that although international connection prices remain high, they are constantly 
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decreasing. An example of this is the AC-1 transatlantic cable installed in 1998, which 
decreased prices across the board. According to Kelly, the price of this cable for an ISP 
“is just over US$ 300 per 64 kbit/s circuit per year, whereas the TAT-8 cable, 
completed a decade earlier, cost more than US$10,000 per circuit per year.”32
Although the architecture still shows problems, it must be said that the network is 
continuing to grow to provide for more efficient routes between countries, generating 
increasing traffic between large cities in nations around the world. In fact, Townsend 
comments that the global efficiency of the network is being improved in places like 
Europe and Asia, serving as new hubs of internet bandwidth transport for other 
countries.33 Looking back at the history of the development of the World Wide Web, 
there should be no doubt that the process of international interconnections will 
continue to develop as time goes by, something that will undoubtedly benefit 
developing countries. 
The national telecommunications infrastructure is a more difficult problem to tackle. It 
has been suggested in earlier sections that internet connection rates are largely 
dependent on the existence of an adequate phone network system in the country in 
question. The problem is that the cost of wiring a country to provide improvements in 
connection rates is considerable. It is difficult to determine the cost of every new line 
in a developing country because calculations must take into consideration the fact that 
most of the technology must usually be imported. Even conservative estimates put the 
cost of each new telephone line at around $1000 USD in areas that do not possess any 
wiring.34
However, the lack of existing copper telephone lines may prove to be an advantage 
because developing countries may be more likely to use other technologies to connect 
to the internet instead of relying on existing and outdated telephone networks. The 
obvious solution would be to take advantage of the rapid growth in the quality of 
wireless networks and forego the physical wire telecommunications route in favour of 
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adopting wireless communication as the route to increase connectivity. The 2002 
World Telecommunication Development Report points out that wireless is the most 
efficient way to increase telecoms connection figures in countries with minimal 
advances. The report makes the case of Uganda as a least developed country where the 
mobile route has increased rates. It points out that “Uganda’s overall telephone density 
quadrupled between 1998 and 2001, rising from 0.41 telephone subscribers per 100 
people to 1.72. [...] Over 50 per cent of the population is now covered by mobile 
cellular and some 80 towns have service.”35 This trend towards the reliance on mobile 
and wireless technologies is repeated in many other sources.36
Setting up a working internet wireless network is much cheaper than wiring up a 
remote community using traditional connections, thus providing a potential solution to 
internet connection problems. Estimates for the cost of setting up an entire rural 
wireless network have been calculated at under $450 USD per hub;37 but with 
decreasing prices and the capability of wireless hardware increasing every day, this 
cost may be much smaller. The costs may still be considerable, but the advantage of 
this approach is that it can be implemented almost immediately, without having to wait 
for an entire rural telephony wiring programme to get underway. 
There are different wireless technologies that can be used to achieve fast internet 
connections in remote locations. Some of these are actually being deployed in 
developed countries to provide broadband internet access in locations where it is 
otherwise not economically feasible.38 The way to go appears to be the creation of 
public wireless access networks run by small foundations or volunteers. These 
networks create a “wireless commons”, a network that everybody in town can access.39
The two most viable technologies for fast deployment are via satellite or by creating 
line-of-sight wireless networks. Each of these solutions offers different advantages and 
problems, and they may be adopted to fit different situations. Satellite communication 
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would be preferable in very remote areas with smaller connection requirements, and 
could be used for remote clinics, hospitals or small education centres where only one 
or two computers will be online. This is more expensive, but prices are steadily on the 
decrease. Wi-fi40 local area networks can provide much larger numbers of connections 
to computers with wireless network capabilities. 
The wireless route can also be used successfully in education centres as a community 
solution. The establishment of low-cost public access wireless internet centres would 
enable the provision of services to larger numbers of people for educational purposes. 
The first stage of the process would be to obtain hardware for this purpose. A study by 
the Pan African Development Information System places the cost of each internet-
ready system in Africa at about $800 USD.41 That expense coupled with the already 
mentioned cost of setting up a wireless network would amount to expenses of just over 
$1000 USD for a small centre connected to the internet, making sure that a community 
stays connected to the web.
A successful case study of wireless connectivity for education is that of Bangladesh, 
where there are only two phones per 1000 people, with virtually no traditional 
telephone lines in rural areas, connection fees in excess of $500 USD, and waiting list 
of 5-10 years.42 Recently, wireless technology has been used to connect agriculture 
students to the capital, located 100 km away, something that would not be possible 
without wireless connections. 43 There are similar examples in Nepal, where farmers in 
remote regions of this country are using wireless internet connections to access the 
internet.44
This solution would be the first step in a wider strategy designed to create training 
hubs where targeted international assistance could have a much bigger effect. This 
would possibly open high-speed connections and technical training in colleges and 
universities, attempting to create a small foothold to provide access to people online. A 
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meeting of experts in Mexico in 2001 suggested that “International co-operation has 
in some cases to be rethought: more attention has to be paid to the creation of high-
quality training and apprenticeship. Elite institutions such as universities and scientific 
training facilities have to be valued for their vital role in the process of 
development.”45
Nevertheless, even if remote and deprived communities are able to connect to the web 
with wireless networks and donated equipment, there are still serious problems that 
need to be addressed. The first one would be sustainability; each of these centres 
would have to be able to sustain itself after international help has dried up and even if 
the local political will directs priorities away from ITC connectivity. This is an 
unresolved question that must remain open for the time being. It is easy to imagine 
centres opening up all over developing countries that will eventually have to shut down 
because of lack of funds. If these centres eventually start charging for their services it 
is possible that the amount of money generated would not be enough to provide 
enough funds to maintain the centre. Charging for services would also defeat the ethos 
that must prevail at the start of the bridging of the digital divide. This is a serious 
consideration that governments, aid agencies, and NGOs involved in solving the digital 
divide must keep in mind. 
The other serious problem that has to be taken into consideration is the issue of content
and software, which are questions that are considerably linked to copyright, and will be 
dealt with in the next section. 
3. Beyond access: Content and ownership
The problems of access to the internet that have been explored so far have dealt 
primarily with hardware and connectivity to telecommunications networks. The issue 
of copyright starts becoming more relevant when we move from the realm of 
telecommunications to the problem of content. Even if the problem of access to the 
internet was miraculously solved tomorrow and large sectors of the world’s population 
were able to get online, some questions would still remain. What awaits the people of 
the developing world once they connect to the internet? Is the content relevant to their 
needs? Who owns the content? And most importantly, will they be able to understand 
any of it? 
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The first problem for developing countries is one of literacy; one fifth of the world’s 
population remains illiterate. Considerable numbers of the populations of the 
developing world remain immersed in illiteracy, with figures for 2003 standing at an 
average of 74.5% of the population being able to read and write. The figure for least 
developed countries is 53.3%,46 which means that even if the people in these countries 
could access the internet, almost half of them could not understand what is on the 
screen. 
The problem of content is made worse by the predominance of English as the language 
of choice for content online. A survey by the research firm eMarketer found that out of 
313 billion pages searched, 68.4 of them were in English.47 It must be said that these 
figures are better than those for 2000, where search engine Inktomi found that 86.55%
of one billion indexable documents were written in English.48 This should take into 
consideration that only one tenth of the world has English as its native language49 and 
that about a quarter of the world’s population speaks it either as a native or a second 
language.50 Figures for 2003 indicate that only 35.2% of the internet population are 
native English speakers. At the same time Chinese, Japanese, German and Spanish
native speakers make up a combined 36.8% of the internet population.51 This must 
necessarily mean that many people are forced to surf the internet in English, as the 
majority of the content is found in that language, even though 43% of web users do not 
speak English at all.52 The implications are severe for the future of a diverse internet 
full of content that can be understood by people in developing countries. Therefore, 
any solution to the digital divide must take into consideration the problem of content.   
The other problem faced by people in developing countries is one of ownership of 
online materials. In the early days of the internet, free access to information was the 
norm, with great numbers of materials provided online free of charge, or only requiring 
                                                
46 UNDP. Human Development Indicators 2003: Adult literacy rate (% age 15 and above). 2003. @: 
<http://www.undp.org/hdr2003/indicator/indic_89_1_1.html>
47 As cited by: Global Reach. Global Internet Statistics: Sources & References, March 2003. @: 
<http://global-reach.biz/globstats/refs.php3>
48 Inktomi. Inktomi WebMap, January 18, 2000. @: 
<http://web.archive.org/web/20011018122217/www.inktomi.com/webmap/>
49 Wallraff, B. “What Global Language?” The Atlantic, November 2000. @: 
<http://www.theatlantic.com/issues/2000/11/wallraff.htm>
50 Anthony, T. “English: 1 Tongue for the New Global Village”, Associated Press Wire, April 2000. @: 
<http://wire.ap.org/APpackages/english/english1.html> 
51 Global Reach; op cit. 
52 Ibid. 
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registration to access content. But there is a growing trend by content providers to 
request subscription fees to be able to access online materials in content-rich 
environments, such as online encyclopaedias, dictionaries, specialised magazines, 
journals, research reports and databases. In fact, research by the Online Publishers 
Association (OPA) in the US estimated that “by the end of 2002, one in ten online 
users in the U.S. were regularly paying for some form of content, and total content 
sales for the year reached $1.3 billion dollars.”53 The same report estimates that the 
trend of providing paid content will continue to grow as the market gears itself to give 
rich content to niche industries that can afford to purchase increasingly expensive 
subscription fees.54 Content rich sites like the Encyclopaedia Britannica or Oxford 
University Press (OUP) are already offering a significant amount of online materials at 
subscription costs. OUP for example offers materials with annual subscription fees of
approximately $250 USD for schools, and between $395 to $3,000 USD for multiple-
user accounts.55
The end result of this trend towards privatisation of content is that the web might 
become a two-tier environment, with high-content sites locked away by subscription 
fees, while the public web contains less valuable information – a negative scenario for 
those who see the internet as the natural repository of human knowledge. There cannot 
be any doubt that companies that provide services will have a valid interest in
recuperating their investment by selling their content, but the result of this may be to 
increase the digital divide. Another result of this would be related to the language 
barriers expressed above; it is natural that content providers would be interested in 
offering their services only in English because the US market is the one with the 
purchasing power, while there would be no interest in providing content in other 
languages because other countries are unable to pay for the content. 
The problem of ownership of content is made more severe by the existence of 
infogopolies, a term used by Drahos and Braithwaite to describe the emergence of 
small clusters of companies that own vast amounts of copyright works in the areas of 
                                                
53 Online Publishers Association. Online Paid Content: U.S. Market Spending Report, March 2003. @: 
<http://www.online-publishers.org/opa_paid_content_report_030403.pdf>
54 Ibid. 
55 Mayfield, K. “Oxford Online: Will People Pay?” Wired News, March 28, 2002. @: 
<http://www.wired.com/news/business/0,1367,51300,00.html>  
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publishing, software, music and film.56 These infogopolies have a vested interest in 
making sure that as much content online as possible will be protected by copyright, 
hence providing that information under licences to consumers for economic gains. The 
problem with infogopolies is that they are increasingly pushing towards more 
international protection and more stringent enforcement of owner’s copyright. 
An area where the excessive stranglehold of the owners can be felt to have detrimental 
effects is in education. It is evident that education is of particular importance to poor 
countries, and information technology can be an important vehicle for improving 
education standards in the developing world, and its potential value cannot be 
neglected. Talking about information technology and education, Mitchel Resnick, from 
the influential Media Laboratory at MIT, says that “These new technologies have the 
potential to fundamentally transform how and what people learn throughout their 
lives. Just as advances in biotechnologies made possible the “green revolution” in 
agriculture, new digital technologies make possible a “learning revolution” in 
education.”57
The problem of implementing technological aids to education in the developing world 
is that it is expensive to do so, and this is where intellectual property can play an 
extended role, because it may increase the costs to purchase content and education 
materials. The existing system allows for some exceptions in education related 
subjects. For example, existing copyright protection allows for some limited copying 
of works for educational purposes such as can be expressed in Article 9(2) of the Berne 
Convention, which allows signatory countries to pass exceptions to copying in certain 
instances where the public interest is involved.58 At some point, there were discussions 
to allow poor countries to have more rights. For example, during the Revision 
Conference to the Berne Convention held at Stockholm in 1967, a proposal was made 
to give developing countries the possibility of enacting exceptions to international 
agreements in education related works, such as translations, and other exceptions 
relating to works of scientific, research or educational interest. Unfortunately this 
                                                
56 Drahos, P; Braithwaite, J. Information Feudalism: Who owns the Knowledge Economy? London: 
Earthscan Publications, 2002, pp.169-186. 
57 Resnick, M. "Rethinking Learning in the Digital Age" The Global Information Technology Report 
2001-2002: Readiness for the Networked World, Kirkman, G. S. ed; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2002, p.32.
58 An example of such legislation can be found in UK legislation, CDPA, s36. 
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proposal was not ratified, and it was only implemented in a weaker version in a 
different meeting which took place in Paris during 1971.59
Nevertheless, despite these efforts the access to knowledge still is a problem. A study
by the UK’s Commission on Intellectual Property Rights (CIPR) serves as one of the 
most worrying reports on access to technology in education. The CIPR states that 
several consultations within developing countries have shown serious problems of 
access to software, textbooks, and specialised technical material. The Report explains:
The arrival of the digital era provides great opportunities for 
developing countries in accessing information and knowledge. The 
development of digital libraries and archives, Internet-based distance 
learning programmes, and the ability of scientists and researchers to 
access sophisticated on-line computer databases of technical 
information in real time are just some examples. But the arrival of the 
digital era also poses some new and serious threats for access and 
dissemination of knowledge.  In particular, there is a real risk that the 
potential of the Internet in the developing world will be lost as rights 
owners use technology to prevent public access through pay-to-view 
systems.60
This is where the question of content becomes relevant for the digital divide. Will the 
inhabitants of the developing countries be able to use the internet to its fullest potential 
or will they find a web filled with subscription content in languages they cannot 
understand?  Part of the strategy in each country must be to look towards developing 
content as well, perhaps even involving the communities in that same purpose. This 
would have the added bonus that access to the internet would not be a passive 
endeavour; the members of the newly connected communities would become 
contributors of content as well, furthering the diversity of the internet. 
One excellent example of a carefully considered strategy that attempts to solve the 
digital divide in the educational system through collaboration between the government, 
NGOs, and local communities, is that of Programa Huascaran in Peru.61 This is an 
ambitious project that attempts to connect all public education centres in Peru to the 
online environment. The project also provides a wide-ranging online solution for the 
                                                
59 Ricketson, S. The Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works: 1886-1986,
London: Kluwer, 1987, Chapter 11. 
60 Commission on Intellectual Property Rights. Integrating Intellectual Property Rights and 
Development Policy. Report of the Commission on Intellectual Property Rights, London: CIPR, 
September 2002, p.100. 
61 The website for the project can be found here: <http://www.huascaran.gob.pe>
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Peruvian education system by the incorporation of different strategies such as course 
management, access to a national student, and staff registration database that can be 
updated directly by the teachers. It also provides different types of content to use in 
classes. What makes this project unique is that it provides tools not only in Spanish, 
but also an online dictionary in various indigenous languages such as Cuzco and 
Aymara. The project also has been attempting to connect remote communities by the 
use of satellite connections, which have been donated by NGOs and foreign 
governments. Although the project is in its early stages, this approach seems like a 
worthwhile effort to solve some of the most pressing issues about online access in least 
developed nations. 
4. Redressing the divide: A new sharing ethos
The evidence presented so far seems to indicate two very interesting trends. The 
situation regarding hardware, connectivity and telecommunications networks seems to 
be getting better with the advent of wireless technologies and decreasing prices. On the 
other hand, access to materials online is an increasing problem for developing 
countries. However, the picture is not as negative as it seems. There are other trends 
with regards to internet materials that challenge the traditional trends of ownership of 
content. There is increasing evidence that there is a growing number of people and 
organisations that are empowering the sharing of information as a powerful ethical 
reply to the often selfish and individualistic trends towards more protection. 
The internet is the perfect experimental ground for some of these sharing ideas. The 
sharing of one’s works – and in many cases the works of others – has become routine 
in cyberspace. People create and innovate in a digital environment in which ideas pass 
through the network without leaving a trace, crossing borders without passports, 
providing the perfect environment in which the ownership of ideas is no longer 
relevant. As expressed by Nicholas Negroponte, the famous Internet guru, “In a digital 
world, the bits are endlessly copyable, infinitely malleable, and they never go out of 
print. Millions of people can simultaneously read any digital document - and they can 
also steal it.”62
                                                
62 Negroponte, N. “A Bill of Writes”, Wired 3.05, May 1995. @: 
<http://nicholas.www.media.mit.edu/people/nicholas/Wired/WIRED3-05.html>
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Barlow, for example, points out that the digital environment has created a new 
paradigm for intellectual property. He notes that:
The riddle is this: if our property can be infinitely reproduced and 
instantaneously distributed all over the planet without cost, without our 
knowledge, without its even leaving our possession, how can we protect 
it? How are we going to get paid for the work we do with our minds? 
And, if we can't get paid, what will assure the continued creation and 
distribution of such work?63
The answer to this question is the sharing of information. Sharing is being used on the 
internet as the currency of that borderless country known as cyberspace. The fact that 
people continue to post content online has to constitute hard evidence against some of 
the classic mantras expressed in the utilitarian justification for intellectual property. 
Sharing has its advantages. In the online environment where electronic bits can be 
exchanged almost simultaneously, sharing is the obvious result. If users want to obtain 
something, they learn quite quickly to share their own works as well. Internet activists 
Mark Surman and Darren Wershler-Henry explain the sharing synergy exhibited 
online by commenting that “In a digital environment, sharing […] costs you nothing 
and earns you a great deal: respect, feedback and good turns in kind.”64
This sharing ethic is born from the strong sense of community taking shape on the 
internet. People from around the world realise that they can find anything on the 
internet for free, and develop a sense that you also have to provide the community with 
information, following from that premise. Mowbray and Bays use the cookie analogy 
to explain this phenomenon. They notice that there is a gift philosophy taking shape on 
the internet, arguing that “Individual Internet users donate content for other Internet 
users to use free of charge. In return, each individual receives access to all the content 
made available by others. The amount an individual receives is much more than they 
could ever produce, so the gift economy works in the interest of Internet users.”65 This 
gift economy works as a cookie recipe for sharing, where a community is encouraged 
to share their own cookie recipes to the wider audience.
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One of the fields in which this type of ethic is more evident is in the hacker movement. 
Hacker philosophy rests on the premise that the internet is a free medium that cannot 
be regulated. In this scheme of things, the general feeling in hacker circles is that the 
internet has no laws, but hackers achieve a sense of community in which sharing of 
information becomes essential. In fact, the first rule of hacker ethics actually states that 
“information-sharing is a powerful positive good, and that it is an ethical duty of 
hackers to share their expertise by writing free software and facilitating access to 
information and to computing resources wherever possible.”66 Anthropologist Steve 
Mizrach analysed several hacker texts and came up with a set of common ethical 
practices that could be seen throughout the computer underground community. Among 
those was the elevation of sharing as an ethical hacker imperative and the expression 
that information is alive and wants to be free. The use of the word “free” has three 
related aspects: freedom of movement of information, freedom from control, and free 
of cost. This is exemplified by one of the hacker maxims: “Information increases in 
value by sharing it with other people. Data can be the basis for someone else's 
learning; software can be improved collectively.”67
These ideas of sharing as powerful creative tools are simply the logical extension of 
the memetic theory discussed earlier. Powerful ideas will reproduce online, and the 
internet acts like a giant cultivation dish for information. Doing so, ideas will be 
reviewed by the largest audience in history, exchanging better solutions, constantly 
evolving and creating better content. The review is done by clicks instead of words, 
with links instead of journals. The sharing revolution is being spearheaded by this 
sense of freedom. Anybody can be an editor on the internet; anybody can post their 
stories, music, novels, paintings, holiday photographs, crude animations, bad jokes, 
and recipes online. There is no censor, nobody to say that your work is not good 
enough for publication, the community is the ultimate reviewer. Technology 
commentator Michael Lewis expresses this by stating that:
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Technology has put afterburners on the egalitarian notion that anyone-
can-do-anything —especially in fields in which “expertise” had always 
been a dubious proposition. Amateur book critics published their 
reviews on Amazon; amateur filmmakers posted their works directly 
onto the Internet; amateur journalists scooped the world’s most 
powerful newspapers68
A more detailed analysis of the new sharing economy on the internet can be found in 
the interesting book by Swedish Internet experts Alexander Bard and Jan Söderqvist 
called Netocracy.69 In this work, they explain that the traditional capitalist economy 
does not fare well in the digital domain. Their argument is that the old aristocratic 
elites are being replaced by a netocracy, a technophile and cosmopolitan class of 
individuals who have turned cyberspace into their own country, with the defining 
characteristic that they are more concerned with information than with property or the 
production of tangible goods.70 In the new netocracy, intellectual property has little 
space. They comment that:
…since the central value of the informational economy does not lie in 
the information itself, but in the sorting and combination of 
information, the most powerful netocrats need not concern themselves 
with ownership of copyrights and patents […] The ability to network 
and gain an overview of large amounts of information that is sought by 
everyone cannot be copied or stolen; the owner is threatened by 
nothing but the possibility that someone will prove themselves more 
talented.71
It would appear that the cybernetic experiment has certainly eroded some of the 
justifications for intellectual property by proving that people are willing to create 
without hope of remuneration, and caring little for the strength of protection awarded 
by laws that protect intellectual creations. The exchange and unlimited flow of 
information in the digital economy has become the ultimate goal. 
Another interesting result of this new medium for the sharing of ideas is that 
developing countries may also start to try to obtain access to technology by means of 
the internet. This of course, will presuppose that the access problem itself may be 
solved with new and cheaper technologies. 
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5. Open Access: Expressing the sharing ethic 
There is another field where the sharing ethos can be felt in its widest form, and that is 
in the realm of software development. Software is a very profitable business, and the 
software industry is one of the most powerful and influential infogopolies in the world. 
Keeping in mind the tremendous interest of the software industry in maintaining and 
enhancing intellectual property protection of their works, it must come as a surprise 
that perhaps the largest theoretical revolution against the traditional justifications 
behind intellectual property has taken place in the midst of the software industry. This 
revolution is the emergence of the software development methods called open source 
software and free software, also known as Free and Open Source Software (FOSS). In 
its more general form, FOSS is simply defined as software which is released through a 
permissive licence that allows later modifications to the source code72 by the user or by 
other developers – modifications that are possible by allowing others to access the 
source code. There is extensive recent literature in the subject of open source 
licensing,73 but there has been less emphasis on the progression and evolution of the 
model from a mere software development and into the open access movement, which 
is mostly concerned with content. 
5.1 The open access definition
Open access is a term that has become prevalent in previous years as a direct 
descendant of the FOSS licensing model. Open access is mostly being used to identify 
works that are freely available over the internet.74 These works will generally be 
distributed by maintaining their copyright – although the term should be generic 
enough to define works that have been released into the public domain. Open access 
then will be any work that has been offered under a permissive licence that allows the 
redistribution of the work. In recent years, open access has gained some specific 
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connotations, and it is being used to refer to academic journals, particularly after the 
Berlin Declaration on Open Access to Knowledge in the Sciences and Humanities,75
and the Budapest Open Access Initiative (BOAI).76 Suber defines open access thus:
“Open access” (OA) is free online access. OA literature is not only free 
of charge to everyone with an internet connection, but free of most 
copyright and licensing restrictions. OA literature is barrier-free 
literature produced by removing the price barriers and permission 
barriers that block access and limit usage of most conventionally 
published literature, whether in print or online.77
Nevertheless, the term open access is not devoid of problems. Firstly, if the term is 
now being identified as an expression to define subscription-free academic journals, 
and there is a high probability that its use may be limited to that field. This would 
necessitate the creation of further definitions to use in other areas of intellectual 
creation, such as software, biotechnology, medicines or other creative arts. Secondly, 
the term open access is already used for such diverse range of subjects such as freedom 
of information, competition law and digital divide subjects,78 which may create 
needless confusion of terms and definitions. Thirdly, there are substantial numbers of 
hardcore free software activists that resent the use of the word open, preferring the 
definitions and philosophies exemplified by the free software movement.79 Using 
“open access” will probably serve to further alienate those who dislike its use in 
software development.  
Some other solutions could be found to bypass this conceptual quagmire, such as 
finding alternative names for the licensing movement. This is already being performed 
with the creation of specific licensing models and definitions for separate fields of 
endeavour. A good example of separate definitions can be seen in the Creative 
Commons (CC) project, which attempts to create “intellectual property 
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conservancies”,80 separating a block of human knowledge offered for the benefit of the 
public, but still protected by intellectual property licences. This would be analogous to 
nature conservation areas that exist for the wider social benefit, but have restrictions on 
certain uses. In the Creative Commons, the goal of intellectual property conservancies 
is achieved through the offering of a wide variety of licences to protect creative works. 
Because Creative Commons licences are geared specifically towards creative works 
such as music, literature, photographs and paintings, a new concept has been designed 
to accommodate scientific research, such as biotechnology and medicines. This 
concept is the Science Commons, which has been created by the Creative Commons 
Project and will deal with other areas that are not covered at the moment by existing 
CC licences.81
Although the differentiation of concepts may be useful in the future, there is still need 
to identify the entire model with a generic term. This is needed because both Creative 
Commons and Science Commons are part of a wider movement that is compatible 
with the non-proprietary software model and the open access definition. 
The author suggests that at present, the best definition is open access, but it will have 
to be reworked to identify more than just academic online journals, as it has been the 
practice up until now. The new definition will have to recognise that not all open 
access needs to be provided online, as it would be perfectly feasible to assume that 
there will be circumstances in which open access works could be offered through 
offline copies. Paraphrasing the earlier OA definition, open access will be any work 
that is offered to the public domain, or that maintains its intellectual property 
protection but is offered to the public through a permissive licence that allows the 
copying and redistribution of the work. 
5.2 Open content
The earlier discussion in regarding the digital divide evidenced the need to address the 
issue of access to works via the internet not only from the perspective of access to the 
worldwide network, but stressed the importance of addressing the problem of lack of 
quality content once people find themselves navigating the web. This problem can be 
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solved by the adoption of open access to content. This content includes literary works, 
educational materials, music, traditional knowledge and artistic works.
The largest repository of open content at the moment is the Creative Commons content 
directory, which lists all of the work that is being offered using one of the many CC 
licences available through the CC website. At the time of writing, the Creative 
Commons archive includes 2649 directories of works, of which 400 are audio, 41 
movies, 362 images, 685 texts, 216 educational works and 178 technical materials.82 It 
is important to point out that most of these are collections, which means that the 
number of individual works should be much greater. The works licensed through 
Creative Commons licences attempt to use intellectual property to ensure public access 
to content. In their words:
We use private rights to create public goods: creative works set free for 
certain uses. Like the free software and open-source movements, our 
ends are cooperative and community-minded, but our means are 
voluntary and libertarian. We work to offer creators a best-of-both-
worlds way to protect their works while encouraging certain uses of 
them — to declare "some rights reserved."83
The Creative Commons idea has prompted the establishment of many other different 
projects that intend to offer open content to the public. The BBC has created the British 
Broadcasting Corporation Creative Archive (BBCCA),84 which plans to place some of 
the BBC’s professionally produced content online.85 Importantly, the BBC has stated 
that the Archive “will establish a pool of high-quality content which can be legally 
drawn on by collectors, enthusiasts, artists, musicians, students, teachers and many 
others, who can search and use this material non-commercially.”86 This seems to 
indicate that the BBC will be using some sort of open access licence, probably 
compatible with CC licences.87
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Education is another area that can benefit greatly from the open access ethos. Open 
Courseware88 is a project by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) that 
offers free educational course materials and free online courses online for a wide 
variety of subjects, ranging from Aeronautics to Writing. Open Courseware courses 
signal the willingness of a respected institution to provide their intellectual property 
openly for a worldwide audience. It must be pointed out that this project is offered 
using Creative Commons licences, enhancing the further distribution of the materials. 
This example of open access is of particular interest for developing countries, as there 
is a marked emphasis on technical subjects and the sciences, which may prove to be an 
invaluable source of content for cash-strapped educational institutions in developing 
countries. However, efforts must be made to make more of this content available in 
languages other than English. 
Wikipedia89 is another excellent project that generates freely available open content 
that can be distributed with some restrictions. Wikipedia is an online encyclopaedia 
that is written by the users in a method known as a wiki,90 which is a collaborative 
effort where users can modify the content to ensure its novelty and usefulness. 
Although there are some problems with the accuracy of the content,91 one of the 
strengths of Wikipedia is that it is offered through a copyleft licence, which states that 
“content can be copied, modified, and redistributed so long as the new version grants 
the same freedoms to others and acknowledges the authors of the Wikipedia article 
used”.92
Although the aforementioned efforts go a long way towards creating considerable open 
content, perhaps the greatest encouragement for open content is the promulgation of 
the open access journal movement as exemplified by the aforementioned Berlin 
Declaration on Open Access to Knowledge in the Sciences and Humanities of October 
2003. The Declaration is the end result of a three-day conference organised by the Max 
Planck Institute in Berlin in which experts from German and international institutions 
gathered to discuss the implications of using the internet as a medium to communicate 
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research results and as the main publishing medium. The Declaration is not only 
directed towards educational and research institutions, but attempts to promote open 
access dissemination of cultural works by museums, libraries and archives. What 
makes the declaration unique is the fact that the definition of materials that should be 
disseminated through open access should meet scientific requirements. The 
Declaration states that “We define open access as a comprehensive source of human 
knowledge and cultural heritage that has been approved by the scientific community.” 
This requisite sets the definition of open access managed by the Declaration apart from 
other open access projects, such as Wikipedia or the Creative Commons, as there 
appears to be a scientific peer-review prerequisite in the way in which the information 
is disseminated. This is because the internet contains too much information already, 
much of it garbage, a fact that may prompt users to reply on a few websites filled with 
low-quality or inaccurate content.93 Peer-review would be the way to filter out the 
dross.  
The Berlin Declaration is just the latest of a growing number of efforts to provide high-
quality content open access journals, evidenced by the aforementioned Budapest Open 
Access Initiative, the Bethesda Statement on Open Access Publishing,94 and also the 
European Cultural Heritage Online (ECHO) Charter.95 The common denominator of 
these projects is the free access online to scholarly academic literature. The BOAI 
explains it thus:
By "open access" to this literature, we mean its free availability on the 
public internet, permitting any users to read, download, copy, 
distribute, print, search, or link to the full texts of these articles, crawl 
them for indexing, pass them as data to software, or use them for any 
other lawful purpose, without financial, legal, or technical barriers 
other than those inseparable from gaining access to the internet itself.
There is a growing understanding that this model is the future of academic content. 
Studies indicate that journals that are available online have wider circulation and are 
more cited than more prestigious journals. A study of 119,924 conference articles in 
computer science found that the most cited articles were significantly most likely to 
                                                




come from journals available online than from offline journals by an average 336%.96
Another study in the United States has found that online journal publishing is 
economically sustainable under the present system because the revenue obtained by 
each published article from the publisher is equal to the cost of producing the article, 
which removes the economic recuperation justification. The study points out that “The 
monetary cost of the time that scholars put into the journal business as editors and 
referees is about as large as the total revenue that publishers derive from sales of the 
journals.”97  
It must also be remarked that open content is just another continuation of the sharing 
ethic exemplified by the internet that has already been discussed. The implications for 
technology transfer to developing countries are evident. Freely available online content 
of peer-reviewed material should provide a manner to access academic research, which 
is one of the most important tools to allow countries to develop their own technology 
and strengthen their own research capabilities. 
Conclusion
The problem of the digital divide is undoubtedly a complex area of study. 
Undoubtedly, some of the most pressing causes are the here are the more obvious 
connectivity and telecommunications problems that can be evidenced throughout the 
world, particularly in least developed nations. However, there are some elements of 
hope with connectivity, as there appears to be a trend towards the use of mobile and 
wireless technologies that could reduce connectivity costs greatly, hence providing 
much better opportunities to redress the divide and allow more people around the 
world to connect to the internet. 
The main question must be about the amount and quality of information that is 
available online for free, or at a reduced cost that the citizens of the world can afford. It 
is a laudable objective to hope that in the future large numbers of the world’s 
population will have access to the internet, but the question of what awaits them once 
there must be at the forefront of the debate. Efforts to provide quality content online 
should also be at the forefront of most policymakers who see the internet as a possible 
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tool to serve the public interest. This can only be done by extending the publication of 
those materials online. 
One way of doing this is simply to release information into the public domain. This 
will continue to take place as the sharing ethic that is exemplified online continues to 
expand. However, there may be circumstances in which some of those works will have 
to be shared online through some sort of permissive licence that reserves some rights 
to the authors. These licences are part of the open access movement. 
This article does not propose to serve as the final word on the subject of the digital 
divide, but it is the author’s view that the discussion has been centred for too long on 
the issue of connectivity. The problem of content is one that is already occupying large 
numbers of people through the creation of open access journals and the use of the rapid 
emergence of the Creative Commons movement. Policymakers should join this 
discussion and bring content to the forefront of the debate. 
